1) Filing Charges Report for District Court Payments – Transaction ID number added to report

After reviewing several bank statements from filers, it has been determined that the most common identifier on the bank statements is the transaction ID number. A column has been added to the Filing Charges report that will display the transaction ID number of the payment to aid the reconciliation of payments. The transaction ID number will be displayed for payments made after the update. The transaction ID number will not be displayed for any payments made prior to the update.

2) Filing Charges Report for District Court Payments – Charges for all attorneys in the report

The charges for all attorneys belonging to the same firm will be displayed on the Filing Charges report under the user designated as an Attorney/Financial Administrator. A column has been added to display who the attorney was that filed the case. This column heading, titled Name, can be sorted in Ascending or Descending order. An attorney that is not designated as an Attorney/Financial Administrator will not be able to see all of the charges for the firm, only their charges made under their user account.